The colloidal force of bead-spring chains in a good solvent.
A recently developed density functional theory (DFT) for tethered bead-spring chains is used to investigate colloidal forces for the good solvent case. A planar surface of tethered chains is opposed to a bare, hard wall and the force exerted on the bare wall is calculated by way of the contact density. Previously, the case of large wall separation was investigated. The density profiles of the unperturbed chains, in that case, were found to be neither stepfunctions nor parabolas and were shown to accurately predict computer simulation results. In the present paper, the surface forces that result from the distortion of these density profiles at finite wall separation is studied. The resulting force function is analyzed for varying surface coverages, wall separations, and chain lengths. The results are found to be in near quantitative agreement with the scaling predictions of Alexander [S. Alexander, J. Phys. (Paris) 38, 983 (1977)] when the layer thickness is "correctly" defined. Finally, a hybrid Alexander-DFT theory is suggested for the analysis of experimental results.